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● Identify and address threats to content 
integrity

● Verify knowledge in the absence of 
secondary sources

● Characterize the integrity of multimedia 
knowledge

● Help contributors monitor violations of core 
content policies and assess information 
reliability 

○ Help editors find sentences missing citations
○ Understand, structure and improve citations and 

their usage

●
●
●
●
●

Our Research on 
Content Integrity.



In Wikipedia, verifiability means other people using the encyclopedia can check that the information comes from a reliable 
source. All material in Wikipedia mainspace, including everything in articles, lists and captions, must be verifiable. All quotations, 
and any material whose verifiability has been challenged or is likely to be challenged, must include an inline citation that directly 
supports the material

Wikipedia:Verifiability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verifiability#What_counts_as_a_reliable_source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verifiability#What_counts_as_a_reliable_source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Mainspace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:INCITE


Key to verifiability: 
presence of reliable sources

Reliable source: not 
self-published research, 
blogs, etc



Citation needed
{{Citation needed}} template is manually 
added by editors to signal that the reader 
should read the content with care, and also 
that help is welcome to support the 
statement.

{{Citation needed|reason=Your explanation here|date=September 2019}}



Recent Changes

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pfvmijZWo4VA-83KjnArPAxDu0GnyEo4/preview


Can we help editors identify if and 
why Wikipedia statements need 

citations?

(using machine learning)



In Wikipedia, verifiability means other people using the encyclopedia can check that the information 
comes from a reliable source. All material in Wikipedia mainspace, including everything in articles, 

lists and captions, must be verifiable. All quotations, and any material whose verifiability has 
been challenged or is likely to be challenged, must 
include an inline citation that directly supports the material

Wikipedia:Verifiability

What needs to be cited?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Verifiability#What_counts_as_a_reliable_source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Mainspace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:INCITE


Citation Reason Taxonomy

“if” “why”

Detecting 
Citation 
Reason

Detecting 
Citation Need



● A systematic definition of what needs citations and what doesn’t

● Needs to be grounded in needs and rules of the Wiki Community 

● Needs to be multilingual (beyond english-only)

Citation Reason Taxonomy: Requirements 



Wikipedia:You don't need to 
cite that the sky is blue

Wikipedia:You do need to 
cite that the sky is blue

Citation Reason Taxonomy: Problems

● Citation guidelines are not “exact”

● Citation Guidelines might not be universal across 
languages



● Qualitative analysis and understanding of citation guidelines 

across 3 languages - Italian, French and English

● Multilingual User Study with data annotation

Citation Reason Taxonomy: Methods 



Citation Reason Taxonomy: 
Studying, analyzing and clustering citation policies from English, 
French and Italian Wikipedias



Citation Reason Taxonomy: 
Studying  citation need with English, French and Italian editors

Does the sentence 
need a citation?

Why?

Article with 
highlighted 
sentence

Wikilabels experiment translated in 3 languages



Reasons for adding a citation[edit]

● The statement appears to be a direct quotation or close paraphrase of a source
● The statement contains statistics or data
● The statement contains surprising or potentially controversial claims - e.g. a conspiracy theory 
● The statement contains claims about a person's subjective opinion or idea about something
● The statement contains claims about a person's private life - e.g. date of birth, relationship status.
● The statement contains technical or scientific claims
● The statement contains claims about general or historical facts that are not common knowledge

Reasons for not adding a citation[edit]

● The statement only contains common knowledge - e.g. established historical or observable facts
● The statement is in the lead section and its content is referenced elsewhere in the article
● The statement is about a plot or character of a book/movie that is the main subject of the article
● The statement only contains claims that have been referenced elsewhere in the paragraph or article

Citation Reason Taxonomy:  Final Taxonomy

https://meta.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Research_talk:Identification_of_Unsourced_Statements/Labeling_Pilot&action=edit&section=2
https://meta.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Research_talk:Identification_of_Unsourced_Statements/Labeling_Pilot&action=edit&section=3


Citation Reason Taxonomy

“if” “why”

Detecting 
Citation 
Reason

Detecting 
Citation Need



Data Collection

Data Modeling

Evaluation and Result Interpretation 

Citation Need Task: 
does this statement need a citation? A binary classification task.



English Wikipedia

But models are now ready for French and Italian too

Binary labels

3  Article Sources to test generalizability:

○
●

  Citation Need Task: Data Collection

POSITIVE examples: 
10,000 statements with a citation

NEGATIVE examples: 
10,000 statements without a citation

FEATURED articles: 
Best articles in 
Wikipedia

LOW QUALITY articles. 
Articles missing citations - 
positives statements with 
citation needed tag. 

RANDOM articles. Articles 
of varying quality and 
topics randomly sampled 
from Wikipedia



Citation Need Task: Data Modeling

Sentence word 
embeddings (Glove 100)

Section title word 
embeddings (Glove 100)

Positive/Negative labels



Citation Need Task: Model Accuracy
Section information is 
important for Featured 
articles

Accuracy in general is 
substantially high across 
datasets (up to 90% for FA 
with Section information, 
83% without Section info)



Citation Need Task: Analysis
Factual and assertive verbs are among 
the most highly related with citation 
need - section is very important for 
well-designed articles 



Citation Need Task: Model’s attention weights

Again factual verbs + weasel words + domain-specific terms



Citation Need Task: Model’s Generalizability

Model trained on featured 
articles generalizes across 
datasets



Citation Reason Taxonomy

“if” “why”

Detecting 
Citation 
Reason

Detecting 
Citation Need



Taxonomy Building -- done!

Data Collection

Evaluation and Result Interpretation 

Citation Reason Task: 
Why does this statement need a citation? A multiclass classification task.



Citation Reason Task:  Data Collection

MTURK experiment: why does this statement need a citation?

4000 sentences with 
citations from 
Featured articles

8 categories to choose between - mutually exclusive



Citation Reason Task:  Data Collection Results

Agreement is 
generally high, but 
we analyzed the 
cases where 
agreement is lower, 
and actually 
discover that reason 
classes are not 
mutually exclusive! 



Citation Reason Task: Data Modeling, network finetuning 

Sentence word 
embeddings (Glove 100)

Section title word 
embeddings (Glove 100)

Multiclass  labels

quotation, statistics, controversial, opinion, life, scientific, historical



Citation Reason Task: Classification Results

Accuracy is higher for classes where we have 
higher number of data examples



WHAT’S NEXT?

Citation Reason Taxonomy

“if” “why”

Detecting 
Citation 
Reason

Detecting 
Citation Need



Understanding citation quality at scale



Citation Needed Template  Recommendation API



miriam@wikimedia.org
@mad_astronaut

Project page: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Identification_of_Unsourced_Statements

Code: https://github.com/mirrys/citation-needed-paper/

Data: https://figshare.com/articles/ Citation_Reason_Dataset/7756226

Paper: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.11116.pdf

Thank you 😊

mailto:miriam@wikimedia.org
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Identification_of_Unsourced_Statements
https://github.com/mirrys/citation-needed-paper/
https://figshare.com/articles/%20Citation_Reason_Dataset/7756226
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1902.11116.pdf


A major entry point into the scholarly literature ...



The world’s most visited online medical resource

Heilman and West (2015) doi.org/10.2196/jmir.4069

http://doi.org/10.2196/jmir.4069



